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1 - Different

i feel like being sarcastic and saddistic, weird and unusual, strange and bizarre. DIFFERENT!



4 - Chapter three

Chapter 3

Red: [falls over gasping for air]

Blu: Oh my gosh are you ok?!? [runs over and puts arm around] hmmm, how’d you get so beat up?
Who did this to you? [looks sympathetic]

Red: I know where Nix is.[gasps] help my get him…[starts to faint]

Blu: You poor thing you didn’t get any sleep did you? And you have a fever! Do you ever take care of
yourself when you get into fights?! [takes over and leans him against tree]

Star: I think we should go on. Blu you should stay here and look after him, Spazz and I will be able to
find Nix.

Blu: Ok, I know what you mean. [rubs hand across Red’s forehead]

Spazz: [leans down next to Red] What do you mean you know where Nix is?

Red: [looks up guiltily at Spazz] He’s at the morning tree. He doesn’t want anyone to find him for my
sake…[looks at Blu and closes eyes]

Star: The morning tree? But that’s such a simple place, and I already checked there.

Spazz: Yeah, but I bet he can climb trees. [sounds sarcastic]

Star and Spazz went ahead and started searching for, they each left their jackets for Red to lay on. It
was already starting to get hot out anyway.

***
Nix started to relax against the tree. He figured nobody would double check here. It was the morning
tree. It was beautiful when covered with dew from at dawn so Nix dubbed it the morning tree. The name
stuck. He was having trouble breathing, and the cut on his neck was swelling. It felt infected. Well that’s
what happens when you get in a fight and the main tools you have are rusty nails left over from a broken
bench. It felt bigger than the last time he touched it. He knew he shouldn’t touch or feel, so he wouldn’t
infect it but it felt infected already, and it hurt like heck. He decided to get some sleep. Maybe he’d wake
up and it all would be a bad dream left over from the flu.

***

Spazz led the way towards the morning tree. She figured that if Nix hid when he heard Star coming then
they should be as quiet and delicate as possible. Both of them walked light and barely made a sound



breathing.

Nix: [groans in sleep] owww [groans from pain]

Spazz: [gasps when sees]—[whispers] oh my gosh, oh my gosh, oh my gosh. oh my gosh, oh my gosh!

Star: [looks around Spazz shoulder and sees Nix in horrible condition sleeping against the tree] [gasps
and cant move]

Spazz: [slowly goes forward and whispers] Nix? Nix are you ok? [reaches to put hand on shoulder put
pulls back when see the large, swollen, purple cut across the side of his neck] oh my gosh! Nix wake up!
We need to get you to a doctor! [raises voice and looks shocked]

Nix: [groggily looks at the blurry face on front of his] what do you want? I'm fine… [rolls head over and
sees a blurry Star looking at him all scared] huh? [looks startled and looks back and sees a not so blurry
Spazz leaning over him, gasps and turns Red] ungh. I'm fine go help Red, he’s probably in worse
condition…
Spazz: You two got in a fight didn’t you! [ looks slightly mad and murmurs to self] boys…[shakes head
and extends hand to help ]

Nix: owwwww [groans and takes hand] ugh [cringes neck from pain but yelps and straightens it again]

Star: [runs over and takes his arm, throws over shoulder to hold up] hold onto my arm. There you
go…[takes out radio to call the group leader and explain that her group had found a sick Red and a sick
Nix]

Nix thought about how it would’ve been better if two boys had found him. Then he wouldn’t have been
treated like a baby, and people wouldn’t see him being saved by girls. He figured it would just bring him
down more.

The radio crackled a response: Star, we’ve already found Blu and Red. I’ll explain the situation when
you get back where are you? I need to send out help to get Nix back.

Nix: [groans]

Radio: Is that Nix? Where are y’all?

Star: [into the radio] we’re at the morning tree. Hurry up!

Radio: ok thanks! I’ll send people over with a stretcher immediately, he sounds like he's in pretty bad
condition.

Nix: [groans and whines] not a stretcher… I'm not hurt that badly! [tries to protest, it doesn’t work]

Spazz: well I decided I would comment on my own story really quick…
I think I'm getting a little tooo dramatic, rnt I? Well let me know whether you like my crappy little



story….that’s 8 pgs long…hehe…
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Chapter 3
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Star: I think we should go on. Blu you should stay here and look after him, Spazz and I will be able to
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***

Spazz led the way towards the morning tree. She figured that if Nix hid when he heard Star coming then
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breathing.
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and cant move]

Spazz: [slowly goes forward and whispers] Nix? Nix are you ok? [reaches to put hand on shoulder put
pulls back when see the large, swollen, purple cut across the side of his neck] oh my gosh! Nix wake up!
We need to get you to a doctor! [raises voice and looks shocked]

Nix: [groggily looks at the blurry face on front of his] what do you want? I'm fine… [rolls head over and
sees a blurry Star looking at him all scared] huh? [looks startled and looks back and sees a not so blurry
Spazz leaning over him, gasps and turns Red] ungh. I'm fine go help Red, he’s probably in worse
condition…
Spazz: You two got in a fight didn’t you! [ looks slightly mad and murmurs to self] boys…[shakes head
and extends hand to help ]

Nix: owwwww [groans and takes hand] ugh [cringes neck from pain but yelps and straightens it again]

Star: [runs over and takes his arm, throws over shoulder to hold up] hold onto my arm. There you
go…[takes out radio to call the group leader and explain that her group had found a sick Red and a sick
Nix]

Nix thought about how it would’ve been better if two boys had found him. Then he wouldn’t have been
treated like a baby, and people wouldn’t see him being saved by girls. He figured it would just bring him
down more.

The radio crackled a response: Star, we’ve already found Blu and Red. I’ll explain the situation when
you get back where are you? I need to send out help to get Nix back.

Nix: [groans]

Radio: Is that Nix? Where are y’all?

Star: [into the radio] we’re at the morning tree. Hurry up!

Radio: ok thanks! I’ll send people over with a stretcher immediately, he sounds like he's in pretty bad
condition.

Nix: [groans and whines] not a stretcher… I'm not hurt that badly! [tries to protest, it doesn’t work]

Spazz: well I decided I would comment on my own story really quick…
I think I'm getting a little tooo dramatic, rnt I? Well let me know whether you like my crappy little
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